




I created these unique elastic battle ropes to enhance high 
intensity interval training routines. Before, in my coaching 
sessions, I was missing a tool that would get my body to the 
highest intensities very quickly to make my training more 
effective and complex while still being very variable and fun. 

COBRA rope is my solution.

Give it a try, it truly is a new dimension of training.
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GREAT TRAINING AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

EASIER LIFE AS A TRAINER COMPLEX WORKOUTS IN SECONDS

Ready-to-use workouts prepared by GUN-eX® master trainers. 
Just select one from the list and you are ready

to train. Several different workouts for each level of
difficulty. Special workouts for individual and group training.

Intuitive user interface for creating your own workouts. 
Create classic interval timer or design complex ladder or 

pyramid workouts. Add exercises from GUN-eX®

Movement Database or add your own custom ones.



COBRA
ELASTIC BATTLE ROPE

/ STRENGTH
/ POWER
/ SPEED

Suitable for everybody for developing strength, power, and speed. 
Ideal tool for battling exercises, running, sprinting, jumping, power, 
strength, plyometric and ballistic training.



COBRA PRO

CONTAINS

2× COBRA rope
1× hip-belt
1× unisex X-Harness
1× wooden bar
1× heavy duty carry bag
1× anchor strap
2× lockable wire carabiner
2× maillon carabiner
1× training manual

WHO IS IT FOR?

Fitness clubs - versatile tool for full body train-
ings in any club for any member.

Coaches and trainers - tool for every serious 
coach and trainer. Possible to train up to
4 people simultaneously with one kit. 

Everybody who’s looking for professional
training tool with endless applications.

LIGHT resistance
HEAVY resistance

300

700

Complete kit for full body conditioning. Everything you 
need for multi-functional training. Train upper body 
(battle exercises), lower body (sprints, acceleration, 
jumps), and core (rotations and dynamic swings). 
Train anywhere, indoors or outdoors. COBRA PRO kit
is the most versatile training tool on the market.



COBRA SPEED

CONTAINS

1× COBRA rope
1× unisex X-Harness
1× anchor strap
1× lockable wire carabiner
1× maillon carabiner
1× training manual

WHO IS IT FOR?

Fitness clubs - as a part of functional zone for 
speed training and acceleration.

Trainers and coaches who are looking for quality 
elastic rope for power training, acceleration.  
Suitable for boot camps, circuits, PTs.

Everybody who’s looking for elastic rope for accel-
eration and reaction. Top quality for fair price.

LIGHT resistance
HEAVY resistance

300

700

Perfect kit for lower body training. Do ballistic and plyometric
exercises, squats, jumps, accelerations, sprints and reaction 
drills.



COBRA BASIC

CONTAINS

2× COBRA rope
1× anchor strap
2× lockable wire carabiner
2× maillon carabiner
1× training manual

WHO IS IT FOR?

CrossFit gyms - for battle exercises.

Fitness clubs - as a part of gym or functional 
zone for battle exercises.

Everybody who’s looking for battle ropes and 
wants more durable, more versatile and easily 
transportable tool with higher training effect. 
Ropes that fight back.

LIGHT resistance
HEAVY resistance

300

700

Standard kit for everybody who wants to start with rope training. 
The best option if you are looking for battle ropes - you’ll get 
much more variability with COBRA Basic Kit.



WHO IS IT FOR?
Armed forces - designed for the toughest 
conditions and outdoor use.
Athletes - the most important accessories 
included for full body workout.
Trainers and coaches - amazing for PTs 
and boot camps, great if you need to move 
often from one spot to another.
Fitness clubs - enhance your functional 
zone, be different and offer complete HIIT 
workout.



TACTICAL KIT
ALL NEW  GUN-eX® COBRA

LIGHT resistance
HEAVY resistance

300

700

2× COBRA rope (camo)
1× hip-belt
1× heavy duty carry bag (camo)
1× anchor strap

2× lockable wire carabiner
2× maillon carabiner
1× dog tags
1× training manual

CONTAINS

Special camouflage edition. Originally 
designed for armed forces, now also used in 
fitness bacause of its improved durability and 
unique look. Be different, train anywhere, 
require the best available materials. Full body 
training - battling exercises, sprints, jumps, 
plyometric exercises. Easy to travel with  thanks 
to heavy duty carry bag.



QUATTRO

4× QUATTRO rope
2× wrist cuff
2× ankle cuffs
1× anchor strap
1× carry bag
1× training manual

CONTAINS

Perfect tool for developing full body dynamic 
strength, coordination and explosive power.
Provides more resistance to your every move
be it upper body, legs or your core. 

WHO IS IT FOR?
Coaches and trainers - great PT tool for any
athlete. Perfect for coordination, core strength, and 
sport specific movements.  With additional wooden 
bar or thigh or biceps strap (bought separately) you 
will get countless modifications and exercises.  A 
must have tool for any serious PT trainer or coach.
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WHO IS IT FOR?
Coaches and trainers - perfect PT or circuit training 
tool for any client to develop core muscles strength 
and DSS. Good choice for fair price if you don’t want 
to spend money on QUATTRO.

WHO IS IT FOR?
Fitness clubs - versatile tool for acceleration or up-
per body training in limited space. Hip belt version 
is more versatile in fitness workouts.

Coaches and trainers - good for reaction time and 
first step acceleration, to every circuit training or 
PT. X-harness is more applicable to specific athlete’s 
movements, especially track & field or in combat 
sports. 

CORE MACHINE ROCKET

2× CORE MACHINE rope
1× wooden bar
1× anchor strap
1× carry bag
1× training manual

1× ROCKET rope
1× hip-belt or X-harness
1× anchor strap
1× lock. wire carabiner
1× maillon carabiner
1× training manual

CONTAINS CONTAINS

Perfect tool for developing full body dynamic 
strength, coordination and explosive power.
Provides more resistance to every core move. 

Tool for everybody who wants to train lower body 
in limited spaces. Train reaction, agility, first step 
acceleration.



ACCESSORIES

360° HIP-BELT

ANCHOR STRAP X-HARNESS

WOODEN HANDLES

WOODEN BAR (1 METER / 3 FEET)

ANCHOR STRAP
WITH RUBBER DOOR STOP



CARRY BAG
HEAVY DUTY

Sack pack

BOXING CUFFS

LOCKABLE
WIRE CARABINER
WITH ALLEN KEY

Ideal bag to carry all your GUN-eX® 
gear with plenty of room for your 
shirt and sneakers. The bag is 
equipped with three special straps so 
you can carry it as a handbag or wear 
it as a backpack.

Included in some training kits or 
sold separately.



Simple, yet powerful

Easy to implement for fitness clubs

Group exercise with GUN-eX® COBRA & ROCKET elastic ropes.
Recommended group size is 10 - 20 people.
Short effective training, sessions are just 35 minutes long.
Training in pairs = more engaging and more fun exercise, 
resulting in high level of client satisfaction.

Color coded training, each color represents different type
of training and difficulty level.
HIIT based on athletic principles.  Full body training (sprints, battling, lower body exercises, ...).
High energy expenditure, muscle toning & pumping, developing speed, acceleration, strength, and power.

Complete training plan ready to be easily implemented into fitness club schedule.
Easy for client to understand and for trainer to use - recommended monthly plan.
Complete GUNNING™ package includes a set of training tools, training poster, 
access to the mobile app, training videos, education course for trainers.



Complete training plan ready to be easily implemented into fitness club schedule.
Easy for client to understand and for trainer to use - recommended monthly plan.
Complete GUNNING™ package includes a set of training tools, training poster, 
access to the mobile app, training videos, education course for trainers.



Ideal training tools for full body conditioning and everyday preparation
of athletes in professional sport.

Soccer, hockey, football, basketball, baseball, boxing, muay-thai, MMA,
judo, swimming, cycling, yachting, tennis, and many more.

Hundreds of professional athletes, Olympians and athletic clubs
are enjoying benefits of GUN-eX® training tools.

Join them.

Professional sport



Field tested. Athletes approved.





EDUCATION
COURSES
STRENGTH & POWER COURSE

DYNAMIC MOVEMENT & CORE STRENGTH

One day course covering training with strength & power training 
tools (COBRA and ROCKET). Learn how to integrate training tools 
into different types of trainings, adapt exercise difficulty for all 
fitness levels, adjust resistance and stability for all exercises.

One day course covering training with coordination & core training  
tools (QUATTRO and CORE MACHINE). Learn how to integrate 
training tools into different types of trainings, adapt exercise 
difficulty for all fitness levels, adjust resistance and stability for all 
exercises.

More information about education courses and dates at www.gun-ex.com/training

0.8 CREDITS

0.8 CREDITS



NEW & HOT
GUN-EX® SPORTSWEAR
FOR WOMEN AND MEN

WWW.GUN-EX.COM

NEW COLLECTION FOR 2016





GUN-eX® COBRA ropes Regular battling ropes

Battling exercises YES YES

Acceleration and Sprint exercises YES NO

Push and Pull exercises YES NO

Accessories
YES

Hip-belt, X-harness, wooden bar, 
handles, ankle and thigh straps.

NO

Train outdoors in harsh conditions
YES

Rope is covered in washable safety 
sleeve from DuPont Cordura (used 

by armies for its high durability).

YES
But exposed fibers are quickly 
damaged and ropes have worn 

and used look.

Easy to transport
YES

Heavy duty carry bag included in 
some kits or purchased separately.

NO
Heavy, long, hard to fit into any 

reasonably sized bag. 

COMPARISON COBRA vs. BATTLE ROPES



MAN IS FREE
        AT THE MOMENT HE WISHES TO BE
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